
No. Question Answer

1 At what point do you decide to stop medication free treatment and start compulsary care? According to the legislation, compulsory care is to be initiated when the patient poses a threat to others health, or his/her own life, or if 

the patient does not have decision capacity (able to make an informed consent). 
2 What if a patients is in a deep psychosis, loses weight rapidly and doesn't want to take anti-

psychotics? Whould you provide compulsary medication?

Same as above, if the person's state is life threatening, you could initiate forced medication. Additionally, if the person is admitted due 

to any of the above mentioned reasons, after five days of observation there is a possibility to initiate forced medication. However, this 

decision has to pass by a control comittee, and the staff would always try voluntary medication first. 
3 Are family members also asked about their experiences during the medicationfree 

treatment?

Yes, some were interviewed in Anne Blindheim's study

4 I heard something about Norwegian parents having a 'choice' for medication-free 

treatment. 'Choice' between brackets because if they would choose this option, they would 

be considered an unreliable parent and the government would intervene and separate the 

child/children. Is this true? Can you elaborate on Norway deals with vulnerable children of 

parents with a sensitivity to psychosis?

 Medication-free treatment is organized as a treatment option for adults, though less antipsychotics are generally used for children. At 

Haukeland University Hospital, about 50 % of children/ adolescents with psychosis use antipsychotics. Parents' views on medication 

would not be a reason to separate them from their children, this is not true. 

5 What is the staff to patient ratio on your wards? About 30 employees on 12 beds, three shifts.

6 Do you include alternative therapies (like breathwork), which are not yet scientficly proven 

but do have a healing potential, in these centres? If yes, how?

Even if mindfulness haven't been extensivly researched on psychosis, it does have a solid research base generally, and is used when 

appropriate. An inward focus can exacerbate stress and symptoms for some though.
7 What to do with reluctancy through lack of insight? Prioritize relationship building, help the patient formulate a recovery goal that is personally motivating, and work towards the goal on 

whatever methods you can agree on. Then go from there. Motivational interviewing can be used in more specific cases. 

8 What is the ethics education for mental-health carer in Norway? Listening to the 

presentation, authority and free-will are central.

There are mandatory ethics-courses in all health care profession training. But most of it is legally regulated. Like the right to information, 

to participate in desicions about oneself, to be able to say no to treatment options, to stop all treatment if the patient has the ability to 

comprehend and reason about possible consequences.
9 How did you get access to those patients you interviewed? I don't believe hospitals and 

FACT-teams in the Netherlands will provide me, a peer support worker-in-training, that 

kind of access to patients.

Anne met and asked many of the patients personally. Many recognized her from flyers, and wanted to talk. Some were recommended 

by therapists.

10 How to deal with severe manic symptoms? Severe manic symptoms in a person suffering from psychosis would possibly require admission. They could try voluntary admission, but 

forced admission would be considered if the person was considered to fall within the frames of the legislation mentioned above. Tone 

Henriksen at Haukeland University Hospital has done research on blue-blocling light glasses against mania in bipolar patients, with som 

positive preliminary results. The theory is that blue light seem to activate the body by repressing melatonine, and light without blue hues 

can be calming.
11 How te deal with aggression? For example in paranoid persons. We use a program called MAP (meeing agression problems), where most of the interventions are preventative, by focusing on health 

professional's attitudes, culture, having physical environments that promote security, not cornering the patient etc., then understanding 

and expressing the patient needs, and only use force if nothing else works.
12 Isn't this discussion one about the capacity to choose? How can we assess whether 

someone is able to weigh and choose consciously between different treatment options 

when that person is in a psychotic episode?

Yes, desicion capasity is often THE difference between voluntary and involuntary treatment. It's not an easy assessment, because it can 

fluctuate over time, and a patient can have the capactity for one choice, but not another at the same time. A patient have desicion 

capasity if they can understand, reason, understand likely consequenses and express a preference. They don't need to agree with the 

doctor, but they have be coherent.
13 Is there a different approch in treatment for people with low iq or high iq? Patients with lower IQ and severe mental illness are more often living in municipal homes, and often don't profit as much from 

individual therapy as from systemic and environmental efforts. 
14 As a physical therapist (before becoming a psychiatrist) I think HIIT is very interesting! Is 

there evidence on its effects on psychosis?

High Intensity training for psychosis is provided in several hospitals, including Haukeland hospital (locked wards), Solli DPS in Bergen 

and St. Olavs hospital in Trondheim. There is still seems to be needs for research though. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0165178119317718?via%3Dihub

15 What percentage of patients relapse if they are tapered off medication in just 4 months? 

Often it takes much longer to taper off without relapse into psychosis...

From our experience at Haukeland, many of patients who relapse, don't relapse until 6 months or more after tapering. The long time 

frames is why we recoomend medication free treatment as primarily outpatient treatment. 
16 In Holland there is a permanent focus on the “financial aspects of treatment". How do you 

cope with that in Norway?

Same in Norway. The severe mentally ill do get longer and more frequent treatment than the more moderately ill. But there has been a 

very large shift from inpatient to outpatient treatment, with few beds left. FACT-teams are able to provide good treatment for many 

that needed inpatient treatment before, at a fraction of the cost.
17 Very interesting . For the discussion wat are the relapse figures? Also, if a patient is again in 

the outpatients / FACt , how do interventions play out if there is no cooperation and 

acceptance during a drug free treatment.  How do you do that?

Currently the results are unpublished, so we can't go into details. But we do see increased severity of psychosis during medfree 

treatment, but not increased hospitalisation. 

18 What is the influence of the idea that there is no recovery possible for illnesses like 

shizofrenia?

Health care professionals in Norway are aware that about 20% of people with acute psychosis fully recover, even without AP medication. 

However, schizophrenia can be a complicated illness to treat and fully recover from, but recovery is possible, and even if the symptoms 

doen't reside, personal recovery is still possible. Most practicians knows the importance of hope, and the services are becoming more 

recovery-oriented. 


